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An interesting presentation by Fritz Springmeier. I cleaned this up, treated the video and maxed the audio. It looks better than I’ve ever seen it before!
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bellydump1974 1 year ago
thanks for the work you did here! I seem to have read some wrong up some trumped up charges on Mr Springmeier. I hope he is OK.
Reply 4

MikiGki 2 years ago
What year was this originally taped?
Reply 4

Nathan Angel 2 months ago
The comment on Jehovah’s witnesses is false: they do not believe God is finite; he is the alpha and the Omega and he has knowns beginning and end. They have never believed what you have said: you have incorrect information. They do not believe he lives on a planet: the belief exactly what his word the Bible says about him. He rules in the heavens from his Read More
Reply 3

InternetTuber 2 years ago
Fritz Springmeier believes Jesus could be a contributing factor to the bloodlines of the Illuminati. That alone tells you there’s something wrong with this messenger.
As informative as Fritz's information is, it is disturbing how he includes Merovingians in with the satanic bloodlines. He is confused on who The Merovingian actually are, they are not a bloodline. They are the progenitors of soul humans. The others are entity blood lines that run down the patriarch, while the Merovingian run down the Matrarch line.

Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.

THIS HURTS. GOD DOES NOT WANT ME TO SUFFER.
THE DEVIL WORSHIPPERS AND LUCIFER DOES. SORRY, I AGREE WITH MIST OF WHAT YOU SAY.

I don't recall Fritz ever emphasizing or concentrating on the central position Jews play in all this.

Cube is Saturn worship not Christ symbolism...

thank you for posting this good stuff!

I have seen those eyes

I have interviewed Fritz. He was living in Oregon at the time (2016). He has since moved elsewhere from what I can gather. The guy doing the introduction is Stan Johnson of the Prophecy Club. That's where this video was originally filmed. The location was Kansas City. I asked Fritz if he had done any further work with Stan Johnson and the Prophecy Club, but
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